
Numbah one day of Christmas my tutu gave to me

One mynah bird in one papaya tree

Numbah two day of Christmas my tutu gave to me

Two coconuts and one mynah bird in one papaya tree

Numbah three day of Christmas my tutu gave to me

Three dried squid, two coconuts and one mynah bird in one papaya tree

Numbah four day of Christmas my tutu gave to me

Four flower leis, three dried squid, two coconuts and one mynah bird in one papaya tree

Numbah five day of Christmas my tutu gave to me

Five big fat pigs

Four flower leis, three dried squid, two coconuts and one mynah bird in one papaya tree

Numbah six day of Christmas my tutu gave to me

Six hula lessons, five big fat pigs

Four flower leis, three dried squid, two coconuts and one mynah bird in one papaya tree
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Numbah seven day of Christmas my tutu gave to me

Seven shrimps a-swimming, six hula lessons, five big fat pigs

Four flower leis, three dried squid, two coconuts and one mynah bird in one papaya tree

Numbah eight day of Christmas my tutu gave to me

Eight ʻukuleles, seven shrimps a-swimming, six hula lessons, five big fat pigs

Four flower leis, three dried squid, two coconuts and one mynah bird in one papaya tree

Numbah nine day of Christmas my tutu gave to me

Nine pounds of poi,

Eight ʻukuleles, seven shrimps a-swimming, six hula lessons, five big fat pigs

Four flower leis, three dried squid, two coconuts and one mynah bird in one papaya tree

Numbah ten day of Christmas my tutu gave to me

Ten cans of beer, nine pounds of poi,

Eight ʻukuleles, seven shrimps a-swimming, six hula lessons, five big fat pigs

Four flower leis, three dried squid, two coconuts and one mynah bird in one papaya tree

The Twelve Days of Christmas (Hawaiian Style)
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Numbah ‘leven day of Christmas my tutu gave to me

Eleven missionaries (a------------me-ni),                  

Ten cans of beer, nine pounds of poi,

Eight ʻukuleles, seven shrimps a-swimming, six hula lessons, five big fat pigs

Four flower leis, three dried squid, two coconuts and one mynah bird in one papaya tree

Numbah twelve day of Christmas was the best, and the best always comes last

Numbah twelve day of Christmas my tutu gave to me

Twelve televisions, eleven missionaries (a------------me-ni), 

Ten cans of beer, nine pounds of poi,

Eight ʻukuleles, seven shrimps a-swimming, six hula lessons, five big fat pigs

Four flower leis, three dried squid, two coconuts and one 

mynah bird ........ in one papaya tree
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